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LINCOLN MEMORIAL.
~~-IHE •· Lincoln Memorial Collection'' comprises three cases of
relics of the late \Var, in which are contained Battlefield
Relics from Gettysburg, Antietam, Bull Run, etc., with
autographs of ten thousand three hundred and twenty-two
soldiers and sailors who fought in the \Var; with their rank,
regiment, date of enlistment, and discharge, including the battles in which
they were engaged.
Also one thousand five hundred autographs of the
"Forty-third Congress," etc., the U. S. Supreme Court Judges and other prominent Government officials. Also two volumes, containing a complete collection
of the illustrated envelopes used during the \\'ar. with complete bound copies
of the :KEW-YORK "TIMES," H.\Rl'ER's "\VEEKL\'," BUFFALO "Co:-.rMERCL\J,
Al>\ ERTISER," and part of the copies of the Bun·.u o "EXPRESS." Also
scrap-books and histories of the \Var. Adjutant-General's reports, coast survey,
etc. In the collection of these relics Mr. Julius E. Francis visited the battlefields and attended various meetings of veterans.
He began the collection
of relics in 1861 and was engaged five years in completing the "Autograph
l\Iemorial" volume.
'' The Soldiers' and Sailors· Memorial Case" (N'o. 1) contains seventy-six
Battlefield Trophies, numbered from I to 76, and handsomely mounted.
Afso 127 volumes. This case 11·as dedicated i\Iay 3, r872, at the Grosvenor

(i

Library, llon. l\Iillard Fillmore presiding.
the programme of exercises:

The following being a copy of

DEDICATORY EXERCISES
IIEI.IJ . \T

·.THE GROSVENOR LIBRARY·
At 1!2 M., Fric.loy, May 3,

1872.

Mr. lvf/LLARD FILLlfORE, President of //1c Grosvenor Library. presidi1/f;.

PROGRAMME.
I.

REqL:IDl.

CHOIR.

Low lie the brave ! They sleep in ocean's bed,
The sea-weed wreathed about the noble head.
Proud navies float above them, but no sound
Can win them from the silence they have found;
The mournful breezes murmur each dear name,
The chanting waves are burdened with their fame.
Low lie the brave ! The consecrated land
Is holy with the dust of Freedom's band.
They sleep on mountain, and in hidden vale,
Unwaked by summer wind, or wintry gale,
And in green mead, or on the barren crest
The patient stars watch o'er their soldier rest.
Low lie the brave! Far toward the western sun,
He sleeps whose blessed life a crown hath won;
.\ stricken country bowed beside his tomb,
\\'hereon the fair white flowers of freedom bloom.
Low lie the brave! Oh, nation, guard their dust,
.\nd keep unstained their peerless, priceless trust.
~!AR\ A. Rll'l.1-"Y.
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II.

Rel", :\Ir. :\TULLER.

l'RA \'ER,

Rev. :'llr. Fl.ETCHER.

III. ADDRESS,

Fi-:1,1.ow-C1 nzE:-;s: The part assigned me, in this pleasant serl'icc, is one imo the spirit of
which I enter with all my sympathies; and though my words may be poorly chosen 1 am deeply
impressed with the importance of the occasion and the appropriateness of the work we came to do.
Everything that has el'en an indirect reference to the welfare of our country, and everything
awakening patriotic emotions, is b.oth important and appropriate; and we cannot but feel that the
ceremonies of this hour, and the work they initiate, will help the poor dumb mouths of these \\'arrelics to continue their mission, saying now and always what they proclaimed, nine years ago,
" No star shall fall from the banner of the free."
There is an old adage. largely true, in which we are told that the cost of our acquisitions is the
mea,ure of the estimate we place upon them. Our civil liberties, the bases of our religious pril'iliges,
social joys and Christian work, ha,·e cost our nation a triple baptism of blood, an ocean of tears,
and untold millions of tarthly treasures. Our estimate of those liberties can hardly be too high;
and that which reminds us of their cost, will help us to prize them as we ought. For years before
the great rebellion, many of our people, and some of our rulers had almost ceased to think of "the
days that tried men's souls": -of the sufferings of a bare-footed soldiery - the dreadful winter at
\'alley Forge, and the fields of blood at Bunker Hill, Trenton, Yorktown, and Saratoga, so far in
the past were they, and so few were the objects, daily encountered, that called them to mind.
Our flag was then more beautiful than ever before, for e,·ery decade of years had added new
stars to its glorious constellation ; yet the sight of it did not so thrill the soul with patriotic pride as
in the early years of our republic.
The Fourth of July had come to be little more to our American citizens than any other holiday,
and was only too often allowed to pass,
·'\\'hile cannon's throats were closed,
Bells silent and not a bonfire
Kindled on Freedom's heights."
And when it -.eas obscn·ed, in the ancient, honored form, if orators presumed to point to the stars
and stripes, making such reference to them as common decency demanded, their proudest and most
loyal words were frequently ridiculed as spread-eagle and old-fogyish.
But when the thunders around Sumter sent echoes into all parts of the northern and western
States - when in the light of blazing batteries. men saw the \'alue of the institutions which true
patriotism planted,- - then the old flag became dearer than c,·er before, and the heart of the nation
was thrilled with a new joy, as it was hung out from windows and towers. and streamed from
house-tops, steeples and public buildings until our towns and cities were literally decorated with
bunting. :\len rallied around that ensign of liberty ready as their fathers of the revolution were to

s
pledge their li,·es. fortunes. and sacred honor in sustaining it, and now, as the safet)' of institutions.
threatened and attacked, is secured again, we would profit, not only by the achie\'cmem. hut by the
lesson which it teaches.

\\·e gather here, thal we may say to the people of this city. and to all who shall \'bit these
treasured memories, "The cost of our nation's third sacrifice must not be forgottrn."
The li,·es and the treasure of that unparalleled holocaus: mu!'t be kept in mind by our descendants whill• centuries roll; and we therefore place th•:se silent, but eloquent monitors, that will speak
to all, who mar share the benefits of this splendid benefaction, or the fields of Antietam and Gelt)S·
burg. where the dead were piled like hecatomb:-. of the defenses of \\·ashinl{ton, where our
heroes upheld the stars and ~tripes, shouting- their invincible war-uy. "The Union Forever!" and
of that narnl combat. where the proud ;\Jcrrnnac-. laughing in derision at our little :',tonitor, felt
sensations in her sides that took all conceit out of her, and sent her back to her anchorage disgusterl
with our tirst iron-clad.
The importance of this l'nterprise appears in the fact that nine short years have so crowded
the day:- of those contlicts into the past, that they seem a quarter of a centurr g-one. and only a
little is said of them.
The living \'eterans of those fields do not forget them. They dream of the blooclr strife, and
often spring from peaceful pillows. to lead the charge. or storm the batteries anew and we need not
fear but they will cherish patriotic memories of those struggles, until, like the heroes of '76, in an
old age of glory and honor. they shall•· Take up the crutch. and show how tiel,h were won." But
the people. in the midst of their planning and toiling for riches and pm,·er ,,,.,_. forgetting the
c;olgothks of the rebellion; and our fellow-<'itizen, Uoctor Julius Franns. for whom I speak, on
this occ.,sion. u,·sires to re-letter the tablt-ts of patriotic memorr. :md gra,·e on young hearts. of
this and succcttling generations, the startling facts. which show how much our civil liberties h:we
cnst us.
lle ha.<. gathered rl·lics. some with his own hands. and some through other friends of this enterprise. from the field of conflict. I dedicate them in the nan:e of the sacred places. of which they will
forever speak, in the name of those institutions which they helped to defend, in the name of ci\'il
and religious liberty. to the sacred memori of .\braham Linrnln and the soldiers and :-ailor~ whc,
fought for their country under him as our Chief ;\tagistrate.
Let them occupy a prominent position while the years and centuries roll.
~er,ed from the flames. and mai no traitor\ touch e,·er pollute tlwm.

:'-lay they be prc-

\Vhen the young shall gather here. sct•king that fond for thought. or that kno\\'ledge or th~
past. whi-:h is treasured in these alco,·es, may these relics tm·ite their attention to the feariul !'trug-·
gle through which. in the face of the most ()O\\'erful rebellion eyer organized on earth, our heroes
upheld the dear old !lag. and then. with desire to know what battles were fought. what ht::·oes won
the right to fadeless honor, what price of blood. :ind what millions of gold the dctory cost. may
they turn to the histories or that rnntlict. to be found on these sheh·es. and reading of ;\leadl' and
l~ettyslmr;.:-. Grant and \'icksburg. Sheridan ;rnd hi, ride to ,·ictory, Sherman and the raid whicl.
drew the girdle of death around the heart of the rebellion, of Farragut. l'orter and mher brave
rnmmanclers. a< they pas,-ed obstruction.'-, captured stronghold,. and won the applause of a:·

nations, may they catch the inspiration of true patriotism. and, \\'ith a ne\\' lo,·e for those blessings
whirh have cost so much, be ever ready to rally to the standard upheld in their defense.
'.\I y friend asks no return for the labor, care, and expense attending the collection and preparation of these relics sa1·e this only: the commendation of his fello\\'-citizens and the honor of having
acted from unselfish and patriotic moti,·es; and he stands here, to-day. ,,·ith this prayer, as the first
petition that springs from his lips : God speak to the hearts of the generations and ages to come.
through the lips of these silent monitors, and prosper and sanctify their mission.
I\'. 11\'\I:\.

CHOIR.

From thrice six thousand guns there came
A crash : the rush of death ·
And on the plains of Gettysburg,
Two armies held their breath.
The smoky Oame was rent, and lo:
The lives were mown like grass.
And yet another charge swept up.
O,·er their dead to pass.
Oh! 'twas a bitter, fatal day,
When brothers met in light,
.\nd rebels charged tbe Union lines.
Resistless in their might.
It was a useless sacrifice,
For :\leade had

\\'Oil

the day;

And gathering- up their broken hosts
The rebels marched away.
The strife was o'er, the battle done,
,\nd wandering 'mid the wreck,
We gathered shot and sword and shell.
Our halls of peace to deck.
These relics, cleansed from trea~on's stain,,
\Ye dedicate to-day
To Freedom's proud and happy sons.
\\'here'er our Jlag holds swar.

[()

\·.

,\DDRESS.

Rev. Dr.

ALBER'!

T.

CHESTER.

I congratulate the citizens of lluffalo in the addition of these treasures to its many collections.
I say lrmsures in the fullest meaning of the word. \!any may be more ready to apply the term
to that which is to be found in the vaults and safes of the bank down stairs.
There you might see. if admitted within the barred doors, piles of glittering gold and sih·er,
heaps of bonds, and stacks of mortgages representing the precious metals, - millions erowded
\\'ithin a narrow space. These are treasures, you exclaim, these impress you with a sense of rnlue,
and you come out into the light again dauled and bewildered.
The~e shelves loaded with the accumulated wealth of many ages may not so move you. These
calm, sober volumes, of which you see only the backs, \\'ith their simple names do not wear the
sheen of coin, - their leaves, if you turn them o,•er, do not rustle like crisp bank-notes, that gfre
such a trill of delight to the lover of money in their 1·ery sound. But yet are not these the real
treasures? Lord Bacon says kno\\ ledge is po\\'er. It does not require the wisdom of a philo,opher
to add that kno\\'ledge is \\'eaIth. If we regard the true ends of our being, either for this life or
for the future, it is safe to sar that these shelves contain what is of more ,·alue to the race than all
the material riches of the world. It were better to sink all the coin and bullion now in circulation
or gathered at the mints. in the depth of the ocean, than to bury in obliYion the stores of learning
and knowledg-e by which we are here surrounded.
The human mind makes its advances by a slow growth, yet each generation, by means of
books, can take adrnntage of all preceding generations, and progress thus be made in an ever
increasing ratio. H I turn my thoughts to any subject, philosophical, historical, literary or scientific, I can first make myself acquainted with the ripest conclusions of the best thinkers on that
subject, the closest investigators of my chosen theme, I can see at once how much and what is
known ; what are the points that demand particular attention, and learn in what direction to tum
my inqutnes. I can discover the worth or the worthlessness of that which I have already established by independent thought, as I ha,·e in the library a revelation of the mental processes, or
of the results of those who have gi\'en their lives to my chosen subject. The answer to some
question which I may find recorded here may be or more value to me than can be reckoned in
dollars. Books ha,·e preserved it. Jt could not be trusted to tradition,·· Quid scriptum 111a11et";
but what is written remains only as it is recorded in books and gathered into libraries. He
who has laid the foundation and secured the perpetual increase of such an institution as this, has
bestowed upon the city a treasure of inestimable worth. Let us not fail, as we are met to-day
in these special services, to make an expression of gratitude in memory of him by whose generous gift this library was established, and who has thus conferred upon us a blessing for all time.
Its work must depend, in great degree, upon the wisdom and faithfulness of those to whom is
entrusted the selection of its rnlumes. Thus far its management has been most satisfactory and
praiseworthy. \\"e o\\'e a debt of gratitude to those who have with such skill and fidelity extended
their mbsion. )lay those \\'ho have the po1Yer of appointment, be able to find, and be willing to
nominate when ,·acancies occur, trusty and as judicious trustees as those who haYe made it already
of so much \\'Orth and importance.

11
To-day we meet to \\"elcome a most \·aluable case of treasures. This large colleclion of
articles gathered from celebrated battlefields, and from scenes of naval conflict- these files of
newspapers, printed during the trying scenes of our nation's great conflict with internal foes,
secured and saved at a sacrifice and at considerable expense.
The l'alue of this collection is much greater than may at lirst appear. Such relics are abundant. Yes, but they are fast disappearing and soon it will be impossible to secure such a collection.
It was a plan as wise as it is graceful to gather these memorials now and place them thus for safe
keeping where they may remain intact forever. Some have no interest in bones and buttons and
bayonets, or in anything that reminds us of the past. Bury all them, they say, with the fossils of
the former ages, and leave them to moulder together in the earth. But all are not so unimaginati\·e, and el'en these might be moved to a deeper regard for the ten commandments by a sight of
some fragment of the broken tables of stone. It is said il is not best to preserve these truthful
memorials of our most unhappy Cil'il \Var, but that it is most desirable, on the return of peace, to
forget the strife and dwell together as brethren in all parts of the land, north and sonth, east and
west? Yes. let us dwell together as brethren, but we cannot, must not forget. They must not
forget the lesson they receil'ed at the cannon's mouth, that the Government is more than any State,
that treason and rebellion cannot be tolerated in this republic, that the old flag must wa\·e in its glory
a, long as the nation has a place among the nations of the earth. And we cannot forget what it
has cost to teach this lesson. The cost is on record in millions of debt, in blood and tears, - in
muLilation and graves. But all this may be without any continued billerness, or any \\'ish to
rc.:nell' the strife.
The history of r\ntietam and Gettysburg is familiar to us. We made it, by ourselves and by
our sons and brothers. \\'e know all about the gallant light of the i\lonitor. Hut these memories
\\'ill fail. The history of the g-reat rebellion \\'ill not be \\Titten for a record of succeeding generations for many years to come. \\'hen it shall be written, and in the far fmure, your g-randsons. or
their grandsons, may here peruse the records as we now read the history of the revolution, or of the
Indian wars, will it not add new interest to the narrative? \Viii it not give freshness and \'ividness
and reality to the written account to turn from the printed pages to these silent, but most eloquent
witnesses to the truth? \Vould it not be worth something to us, in perusing the histories of Greece
and Rome, if we could see, by the side of the volume, a spear head from :\larathon or Thermopylae,
or a piece of the banner that graced the triumph of Ca..sar at Pharsalia'
The transactions of this hour have a bearing upon the distant future. This collection will
increase in value with every passing year and century, and remole generations will bless the memory
of him by \\'hose thoughtfuln!.!ss and care it has been gathered and preserved. It adds greatly to
the interest of this occasion that this dedication is made in special remembrance of our noble
martyr-president. by whose skillful hands the nation was safely piloted through the terrible storm
of the rebellion, and those brave soldiers and sailors who sacrificed their lh·e~ for the preservation
of the l ' nion.
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ODE.

Read by Re\·. :\Ir.
Bayonets bruised from the fields of fight.Gleanings of shot and shell,Things that are cruel and stern to the sight;
Yet they hold a precious spell.
0 ! who can forget when his childhood sense
First woke with a wonder wide To the phantom hosts that the grandsire's charm
E\'oked round the chimney side ! To the battle stories gathered up
Out of the olden times;
That were set into pictured pageantry,
And rolled into running rhymes.
They were fearful and bold, and bravely told
And yet only just as true
To our sense, as the fabled fairy rings
That nightly danced in the dew.
That our ears ha,·e heard the triumphant word,
And our hearts have felt the thrill
Of the working, through man's works and ways,
Of the everlasting \\'ill,
Kow calm lies the desolated land
A-bloom in the gladdening sun,
Like a face overRushed with thankfulness.
For the sweet salvation won.
And we name without a blush of shame,
Because of the wonder done
The land that hath place for each rite and race
And Freedom for every one.
0, a precious spell have the shot and shell I
For they struck with a death aim sure,
The deadliest foe that a land can know,
And left us a Peace all pure.

C.\LKIXS.

\'11. SO~G OF PEACE,

CHOIR.

At the foot of thine altar, Oh, Freedom, we meet,
Our heart's deep devotion we lay at thy feet ;
The ocean waves dreamily break on the strand,
For peace is abroad in the beautiful land.
From myrtle-wreathed marbles o'er Gettysburg graves,
Or the lone tombs of ocean, where slumber our braves;
From the fragrance and bloom of the fair distant \\'est,
Where the nation's great martyr forever finds rest ;
The winds as they greet us are tranquil to-day,
And our flag's starry folds in the glad breezes play ;
The din of the battle forever is o'er,
And the Angel of Peace shall depart nevermore.
Let the anthem ring out which our voices now raise,
.\nd the hills speed the echoes that thrill with thy praise;
Let the glad song resound from bright sea to sea!
While our hearts bend to-day, holy Freedom, to thee.
.\G:-.Es :'-TAC:-.-A~IAR.\,

VIII.

BENEDICTION,

Rev. Dr. SttELTO~.

List of Relics of the late Rebellion, including many from the great battlefields of the ·war, collected by JULIUS E. FR.\XCIS, contained in Case No. 1:
No. r. A piece of iron cut from the starboard
where she received a shot in the engagement with
Roads, Va. Also, four iron and nine copper rivets,
These articles were obtained while the ",J;fom'tor"
Xavy Yard, October 10, 1862.

side (aft amidships) of the U.S." Jlonitor,"
the Rebel ram "Jierrimac," in Hampton
and two pieces of the casing of the Turret.
was undergoing repairs at the \Vashington

No. 2. A bolt and a piece of iron plating from the dome of the Capitol at Washington. D. C.
Obtained October 10, 1862.
No. 3. The pattern from which the ornament was cast, forming a portion of the headwork of
the Goddess of Liberty, surmounting the dome of the Capitol. From the workshop I obtained
this star and ball. Washington, October r o, , 862.
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:--o. 4. A piece of telegraph wire found in the hall of the . \rlington I louoe. I accompanied
and there attached a card to
Prof. Cardiner to Arlington Height~. calling 011 General
this wire.

:-:o. 5. The fragment of a 20-pound ,hell used for a :?4-pound l nited States ~mooth-bore field
gun. From Ceneral l>oubleday, at Fort Albany, \ 'a., commanding. ;\laking known to the general
the want of some troph), he pre,ented me this fragment from a :-hell used in the defense of \\•ashim;ton, D. C., < 'ctober 1:?, 1862.
:--o. 6. ,\ tlint lock, bayonet, heel plate and tri;Ner plate of an old l nited State, lllusket,
found among the ruins at I larper's Ferry, after the surrender of Cencral :\liles, which took place
September 15, 1862. (The barrel was picked up and c:1rried ,ome distance, but be:ng cumber,ome,
I abandoned It.)
:--o. 7. J\ one-pound hand grenade, complete, excepting tht· charge. rnnsisting of the plunger
to cause explosion. and the rudder to guide its direction. Presented by l'ol. Jack Langworthy,
Fort Ethan Allen. Defense of Washington. I>. C.. October 1.z, 1862.
:'\o. 8. The turnings from bore of a field gun. Obtained at the \\ nshington :\a,y Yard
October 1 2, , 86:i.
:\o. 'J• Turnings of a tield gun. Obtained at the Na1·y \'ard, October 11. 1862.
:\<•. 10. Borings from a gun of the Columbiad pattern. 1 >btained from the \\·a~hington :\a\")
Yard, October 11, 186:?.
:-:o. 11. .\lusket perrnssion caps, and the remnant of a piece of copper from which the) were
made. I enjoyed a 1·isit through the works, a privilege seldom al!owecl visitors at the ;'\avy Yard.
\\'ashington, October l.:?, 186:i.
;'\o. 1 :?. A piece of slate from the roof of the Treasury Building. Thi, specimen IS from the
extension of the west end. \Vashington. D. C., October 1 :i, 186::?,
:\o. 13. Union soldier\ canteen, picked up from the battletield. near Fairfax Court-House
Road. Defenses of Wnshington, U. C .. October. 1861.
:--o. 14. A bayonet scabbard found in tfic wood~ near the battlefield of Antietam, ~Id.,
fought Sept. 16, 17, ;md 18, 1862. October q, 1862.
::,.;o. 1 5. A leather lo,·ket found in the ,,·<•ods near the battletield of \ntietam. \Id., I >ctober
q, 1862.

:--o. 16. \ Confederate canteen found near the battlefield of Antietam, \Id .. October 14, 186:i.
'\o. 17. A Union soldier's canteen picked up on the Fairfax Road, 1862.
'\ o. 18. A cap pouch picked up on the tic:ld on the night of October 13. , 86.:?. (::.pent the
night with the father of I·.lihu and I >aniel Faxson a ,mall house not far from the school.)
:'\o. 19. Two buckles and a stud taken from the halters of artillery harne,s found upon the
battlefield. Also the stud from a cartridge-box found at Antietam, October q, 1861.
;'\o. 20. Roasted coffee, taken from a Rebel hal"ersack. l'wked up on the Fairfax Road, \"a.
October 1:?, 186:?.

1 .i
:-,;o. 21.

Three mu,ket balls and a button found in the church at ,\ntictam (school-house).

This was near the "Peach Orchard" and "Corn Field."
appearance that bullets \\"ere in great abundance)
No. 22.

(The rail fence and house gave the

Antietam. 0<:tober 14. 1862.

Three musket explosive bullets of Williams·s patent, caliber .577, and an ordinary

L'nited States round bullet, caliber .69. Found upon the battlefield of Antietam, October q, 1862.
No. 23. Six musket (elongated) bullets, caliber .58, United States, and one :Vlississippi Rebel
bullet, caliber 52.

Found at Antietam, i\laryland, October 14, 1862.

Xo. :q. Three musket balls and cartridges and two elongated bullets.

Picked up in the

"Corn Field" at Antietam, October 14, 1862.
:'\o. 25. The fragment of a Hotchkiss shell, supposed to have been fired from a Rebel 12pound Blakely gun. Found in the \\"Oods at Antietam, ;\Taryland, October q, 1862.
No. 26. The fragment of a 10-pound percussion shell, used for a 10-pounder Parrott gun.
Picked up in the woods at Antietam. October 1-,, 1862.
Xo. 27. The fragment of a 10-pound Parrott shell found upon the battlefield of Antietam.
:\laryland. near the church, October 14, 186'.!.
Xo. 28. A United States cartridge-box. Picked up at Antietam, :\laryland, October q, 1862.
:-,;o. 29.

Two of :\lefford's elongated rifled bullets and a round ball.

Obtained from the \\'ash-

ington Navy Yard, October, 1862.
No. 30. Pieces of an iron bridge destroyed by the Rebels at Hano\·er Junction, Maryland, on
the 27th day of June, 1863.
'-:o. 31. Pieces of an iron bridge destroyed by the Rebels near Harper's Ferry, \'a.. on the
13th of September, 1862, just previous to the surrender by c;eneral ;\liles.
No. 32.

A Rebel cartridge-box.

Picked up in the woods at Antietam, :\laryland, October

q, 186:i.

:-,;o. 33.

A roll of bandage, tip of bayonet, scabbard, buttons: etc.

Found in the corn field

at Antietam, l\laryland, October 14, 1862.
No. 34. A fuze shell for light 12-pounder lJ nited States smooth-bore gun, ca!ibt:r 4.62.

Found

at Culp's 11 ill a tree about one foot in diameter, where some one had counted t 80 bullets from the
ground up 20 feet (making a note on the tree), Gettysburg, fought the I st, 2d and 3d of July, 1863.
;\O. 35.

Spherical case shot for 12-pounder Rebel smooth-bore gun, caliber 4.62.

>lanufac-

tured an<l used by the H.ebels at the Battle of Gettysburg. This projectile was found near Lill le
Round Top It contains from twenty to twenty-five cast-iron bullets, besides the explosive charge.

'.\o. 36. to-pound Parrott shells for ,o-pounder l'arrott rifle gun, caliber 2.09.
Cemetery Hill, Gettysburg.
l\o. 37.

Found near

10-pound Parrott shell for to-pounder Parrott rilie gun, rnliber 2.0<J.

Found near

Cemetery Hill. Gettysburg.
No. 38. A 3-inch Hotchkiss shell for 3-inch L'nited States Ordnance rifled gun.

Found nt:ar

Seminary Ridge, Ceuysburg.

Iii

:s;o, 39. A 1:i-pound Hotchkiss fuze shell for rz-pounder James rilfod gun.
hattlefield of l~etlysburg.

Found upon the

:-,'o. 40
battlefield of
No. 41.
battlefield of
;\Q. 4:?.

A 6.7-inch lfotchkiss fuze shell, for 6.7-inch James ritled gun. Found upon the
Cettysburg.
,\ 6.7-inch I lotchkiss fuze shell. for 6.7-inch James rifled g-un. Found upon the
Cettysburg.
A 6.;-inch I lotchkiss fuze shell, for 6.;-inch James rifled gun. Found upon the
battlefield ol Gettysburg.
'.':o. 43• ,\ 6.7-inch If otchkiss luze shell, for 6.7-inch James rilled gun. Found upon the
battlefield of Gettysburg-.
:s;o, 44. The fragment of a 10-pound Parrott fuze shell, for 10-poundt·r Parrott rilled gun.
L'nited States. Found upon the battlefield of Gettysburg.
".\'o. 45. The fragment of a :?o-pouncl Parrott fuze shell, for zo-pouncler Parrott rifled gun.
l ·nited States, calibre 3.67. Found at Gettysburg-.
:S:o. 46. The fragment of a 6.7-inch James case shot, for 6.7-inch James rilled gun. Found
at ( ;ettysbur1-:.
:S:o. 47. The fragment of a 6.7-inch James fuze shell, used lor same gun as described in :'\o.
46. Found :it Gettysburg.
Xo. 48. The fragment of a 11-pound shell, for a I :?-pounder Cnite<l States smooth-bore gun.
Found upon the battlelielcl of Gettysburg.
'.'\ o. 49. The fragment ol a 12-pound spherical case shot, for 6.7-inch James rifled gun. Found
at <;ettysburg.
Xo. 50. The fragment of a 10-pound Parrott luze shell, used for a 10-pound Parrott rifled
gun, caliber 1.09. Found upon the battlefield of Ccttysburg.
Xo. 51. The fragment of a 10-pound Parrott percussion shell, for a 10-pounder Parrott gun,
caliber :?.O<J. Found at Cettysburg.
Xo. 51. The fra~ment of a !:?-pound shell, for a 13-pounder United States smooth-bore gun.
Found at Cettysburg.
:\o. 53. Four musket explosiYe bullets, of \\'illiams's patent, caliber .57.

Found near Little

Kound Top, Gettysburg.
.:\o. 54. Eight explosh·e musket bullets, of Williams's patent, caliber .57, four percussion caps
and cartridge-box "stud." Found near Cemetery Hill. c;ettyshurg.
'.'-:o. 55. A grape shot found near Cemetery llill, Gettysburg. A stand of grape is generally
composed of nine such bullets bolted together in such a manner that when fired from a gun they
~cparate, and are very destructi\'e at !-hon range.
'.'-:o. 56. A cartridge-box plate and a body-belt plate, for infantry.
at C;ettysburg.
:S:o. 57. Three musket bullets, of \\'illiams's patent, caliber .57.
!1111, Gettysburg.

Found in the cemetery

Cut out of a tree near Culp's
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::S:o. 58. The fragment of a musket bullet. Found in the crevice of a rock on Little Round
Top, Gettysburg.
::S:o. 59. A musket tompion. Found near Little Round Top, Gettysburg.
::S:o. 6o. The fragment of the scabbard of a staff officer's sword. Found near Cemetery Hill,
Gettysburg.
::S:o. 61. The fragment of the scabbard of a Rebel line officer's sword. Found near where Gen.
Robert E. Lee's head-quarters were located, Seminary Hill, Gettysburg.
);o. 6z. The bayonet o[ an ,\ustrian musket. Found on Seminary Ridge, Gettysburg.
~o. 63. ,\ l.:nited States canteen. Found on the 11th of October, 1863, near the Cemetery,
Gettysburg.
:'\o. 64. A united States cap-box. Found near the Seminary, Gettysbur~.
~o. 65. Chin-strap of a soldier's fatigue cap. Found upon the battlefield of Gettysburg.
:S:o. 66. A cavalry sabre. Taken from the l'nion cavalry by the Rebels at Woodstock, Va.,
and afterll'ards recaptured by the Union troops at :\lount Jackson, ,·a. Contributed by Dr. Robert
T. Paine. z8th ::S:ew-York.
:,i;o. 67 . .\ 1z-pounder James ritle projectile, caliber 3.67. Found near the Cemewry battlefield, Gettysburg.
'.\o. 68. Two buckles, the stud of a cartridge-box and piece of a musket string, Picked up
after the battle of Gettysburg, October 10, 1863.
Xo. 69. Buckshot (part of one). Taken from the body of Col. Ellsworth, killed at the
\larshall !louse, Alexandria, \'a. Contributed by John F. Porter of the qth Brooklyn Regiment.
'.\o. 70. Piece of bannister grasped by Col. Ellsworth as he fell. Contributed by John F.
Porter. :--;ot long after its deposit J missed it.
?\o, 71. Rebel button (naval) Confederate States of .\merica. Contributed by a signer or
the :'l!emorial.
'.\o. 7z. Piece of Jeff. Davis's desk, Senate chamber. The "cw-York Regiment, with which
J. F. Port~r was connected, occupied the capital, as no quarters \\'ere provided at this early date.
::S:o. 73. Buckshot, buckle, buttons, etc., from the Defenses at Washing'lon, D. C.
'.\o. 71, I lilt or an ofiker's sword. Picked up after the battle of First Bull Run. Contributed
by \\'m. J. F. Boardman, of Hartford, Conn.
~o. 75, Concrete and casing of Fort Sumter. Contributed by Edward T. Lacy, and
obtained by him when on a visit in Charleston, S. C.
):o. 76. Letter or order of Abraham Lincoln. Contributed by a ~Ir. ,\lien. who was in the
quarterm.,ster's department, and ll'ho ,igned the "Autograph :\lemorial" while I wa.-; en~aged in
this work in \\'ashington.

The '' Lincoln l\Icmorial Case'' (No. :l) contains the •· Autograph ~Icmorial" of ten thousand three hundred and t\\'cnty-two soldier;; and sailors,

the book of fifteen hundred autographs, including the Forty-third Congress,
the two volumes ( Memorial to Edwin l\I. Stanton) of fourteen hundred illustrated envelopes used during the \\'ar, scrap-book of manuscripts and letters
from prominent men, also a copy of the original Memorial to the Forty-third
Congress to make Lincoln's birthday a legal holiday, and signed by 50 citizens
of Buffalo, and 28 handsomely-bound volumes of the NE\\'-YORK TDIES, from
1875 to 1881 inclusive. This case is in itself a curiosity, and is a work of art.
It was built at a cost of S1,500, and made from historical woods, the following
being a description of the woods inlaid in the case:
Left pilaster, I 3 stars, oak and pine, Faneuil Hall. Right pilaster, 34
stars, oak, Independence II all. Upper flag, 50 stars, original California tree.
Two Memorials, Charter Oak, Independence Hall and Frigate "Constitution."
Four small shields ornamenting the Memorial of 50 citizens of Buffalo to
the Forty-third Congress to make Abraham Lincoln's birthday a national
Top shield, oak,
holiday, oak, Independence ITall and "Old Ironsides."
Independence Hall, pine, Faneuil IIall and California wood.
Six stars on
sides of case, hemlock, Old South Church, Boston, built 1669.
This case was dedicated April 9th and 10th, 1876, and the programme
of exercises \\'ill be found in the next following pages:
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DEDICATION OF THE MEMORIAL CASE ,

Book of A utographs, and !llitslrated Envelopes,
TO

THE AMERICAN UNION
TO TAKE l'LAO; AT TIIE

UNITARIAN CHURCH, APRIL 9-10, 1876, BUFFALO, N. Y.
Hon. JAM8S SH8LDON, Presiding.

Introductory Remarks, Reading Letters from Henry W. Lo11gfdlow, John G. Whittier,
George vVzl/iam Curtis, William Cullen Bryant, Oliver Wendell
Holmes. Wendell Plzillips.

PROGR A MME .
I.

REQU!DI,

CHOIR.

Hark to the symphony swelling the earth,
Angels of Heaven proclaiming its birth ;
Breathing with love are the strains as they roll.
Freighted with grace of a sanctified soul.
Sweet unto sadness those purified tones,
Grief that is rapture, and joys that are moans .
Sighs for the life which has risen above,

Jor for the gift of that heaven-sent love.
Voices of Nature the triumphing lead,
Sounding in echoes the hymn of the freed ;
New wake the chorus, ye birdlings of song;
Sing it, ye streamlets; the chorus prolong
Tell it, ye zephyrs, in murmurings soft,
Whisper it gently and bear it aloft;
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Catch it, ye branches, that wave in the air,
Tune your wild harping to melody rare.
Drawing forth worship at Liberty's shrine,
Lifting men's hearts in a fervor divine;
:'.\lay your glad tidings to earth never cease,
Marvelous anthem of freedom and peace.
CARRIE

II.

F.

PRAYER,

JUDD.

Rev. :\I. K. SCHERMERHORN.

III. PRESENTA TIO=-:- On the part of Soldier and Sailor,
IV.

Gen. G. A. SCROGGS.

PRESE:--iT AT ION HV:\IN,

CHOIR,

Once, from the lips of a suffering nation,
Rose there to Heaven a cry full of woe,
Bleeding and bruised in the War's desolation,
Trembling and faint were God's children below.
Peace came at last, and her joy settled o'er us,
Happy and hopeful to-day is our land,
Smiling and fair is the future before us,
Honor and Liberty walk hand in hand.
Now in the prosperous hour of our glory,
Freed from the terrible burden of strife,
Yet do we think of the soul-stirring story
Told by our heroes, in death or in life.
So, with our hearts full of deep adoration,
Wishing to glorify each honored name,
Bring we these relics for Love's consecration,
Grateful and glad to remember their fame.
JULIA DITTO.

Y.

ACCEPT A;,.:CE,

Cot. Jom-1 B. WEBER.

\'I.

ODE-READ BY .

:\liss ;,.:ELLIE TABOR.

VII. PRESENTATION,

:\Ir. FRANK

C.

;\[ANNINC.
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VIII. ACCEPTANCE,
IX.

Hon. PHILIP BECKER.

SONG-" Our Flag,"

CHOIR.

Our Flag is in peril, dejected its folds,
Oh, what of the hand that the symbol upholds '
Oh, what of the heart! for its fiery glow
Should temper the steel that is striking below.
Lift! breeze of the morning, and fling them afar,
Lest colors of promise hide from us a star ;
Lift, lift them in triumph! beneath are the brave,
The soil they would die for, and Lincoln to save.
Oh, Flag of our Country, aye, under your cover
Find hands of a friend and the heart of a lo\'er !
Sweep low in your triumph, falls many a tear!
Sweep low that in lovingly shrouding his bier,
You comfort our hearts, their devotion renew
By faith in your thought for those dying for you.
\Vherever their valorous deeds may be wrought,
Whatever of virtue their hearts' blood has bought,
Caress with the grace that, to patriots true,
Makes sacred forever the Red, \\'bite and Blue,
That, Flag of one country, aye, under your cover
Be hands of a friend, with the heart of a lover.

X.

Rev. L. J. FLETCHER.

BENEDICTION,
The front seats in the body of the Church will be reserved for-

GRAND ARMY REPUBLIC, ORJGIXAL SIGKERS BIRTHDAY ;o,JE)IORIAL, ALTERXATE SH1NERS
BIRTHDAY ;\[EMORI.\L, COXTRIBUTORS, ;-_{E~IBERS LJNCOL:SBIRTHDAY ASSOCIATION.

EXERCISES TO COMMENCE AT

2

1-4 O'CLOCK.

Those taking part will please enter the Session Room on Eagle Street.

The "Lincoln :\lcmorial :\luseum" (Case Xo. 3) contains relics numbcred
from 77 to 103 inclusive, and is intended for additional mementos of the \\'ar
which may be prescntcd in the future. All desiring to add to this collection arc invited to send the articles to ~Ir. \\'illiam C. Francis, the custodian of the collection, who will sec that they arc placed in the case and cards
with name of donor attached.
The following is a list of the present contents of the ":\Iuscum .. case:
No. 77. Abraham Lincoln's cane, 1862. (~ame engra\'ed on handle.) Carried by Lincoln
while President. Presented by '.\!rs. Jason Sexton.
'\o. 78. Crape cut from the drapery of canopy over body of A. Lincoln while lying in state at
the White House. Presented by Capt. Gaylord (Co. K, 16th N. Y. Cavalry), who acted as bodyguard.
Xo. 79. Rosette from Lincoln's casket while body laid in state at St. James Hall, Buffalo,
1864. Presented by ,vm. h-es.
;s;-o. 80. Piece of apple-tree from Appomattox Court-house, Va. Lee's surrender, April 9,
1865.
Xo. 81. Fragment of the Rebel tlag that floated o\·er the Confederate Capitol at Richmond,
and captured by the U. S. forces.
No. 82. This confederate currency is a portion of the Rebel army funds surrendered at Appomattox Court-house, \'a., with the property of the Army of :-S:orthern Virginia undt:r Gen. R. E.
Lee.
:--:o. 83. Union canteen from Cemetery Hill, Gettysburg, October 10, 1863.
No. 84. Cartridge-box from the battlefield of (;ettysburg. October 10, 1863.
::s;o. 85. Shell from the battlefield of Gettysburg, October Io, 1863.
:--:o. 86. Cap-box found near the Cemetery at Cettysburg, October 10, 1863.
No. 87. Rebel bullet from Petersburg, 1863.
No. 88. This piece used as a transport for Union officer, and signed Admiral Dupont.
Xo. 89. Bayonet sheath from the battlefield of Gettysburg. October 10, 1863
Xo. 90. Rebel canteen from the battlefield of Gettysburg, October 10, 1863.
No. 91. U.S. Postal currency used during the \\'ar.
No. 92. U.S. stamps in circulation during the War.
Xo. 93. \\'ar badges.
'.\o. 94. Profile of Lincoln, cut from marble.
Xo. 95. Copies of programmes used at the exercises celebrating Lincoln's birthday, 18 - - No. 96. Cards presented to public-school children on Lincoln's birthdays 18--30,000 each year.

~o. 97. Duplicate of memorial signed by lifty young men (pupils in our public schools), and
sent to Forty-third Congress. The original of the above was written on parchment, etc.
,o. 98.

Bronze profile of G. Washington.

~o. 99. Bronze pr.olile of A. Lincoln.
'\o. 100. 1,500 autographs Forty-third Congress, United States Supreme Court Judges, Government officials, etc.
'\o. 101. Dirk knife taken from the breast of a Union soldier at the Second Battle of Bull
Run by John Ball, and presented by H. Wing.
'fo. 102. Profile of A. Lincoln, made up of 400 faces.
'.'lo. 103. Piece of the third stand o[ regimental colors given to the 116th Regiment, :--. Y.
\'ols. (Col. Sizer's), shot from the flag at Hattie of Cedar Creek, October 19, 1864.

THE LINCOLN BIRTHDAY ASSOCIATIO N.
N addition to the work of collecting the relics to form this
" Memorial," Mr. Francis organized the "Lincoln Birthday
Association." A memorial to the Forty-third Congress was
prepared, and signed by 50 citizens of Buffalo, to establish the
12th of February a legal holiday. It was drawn on parchment,
backed with blue silk, with 50 white stars, and exquisite needlework border,
inserted in a folding case of French walnut, and enclosed in a Russia leather
case.
It was introduced in the House of Representatives, \Vashington, D. C., by
the Hon. Lyman K. Bass, on the 18th of December, 1873, and referred to the
Judiciary Committee, who made an adverse report, May 25, r874, and it now
rests in the room of that Committee. This action did not, however, discourage
its originator, who also formed the "Alternate Lincoln Birthday Association."
composed of young men from the public schools. An "Alternate Memorial"
was also sent to the Forty-third Congress, signed by 50 young men, which was
a copy of the original Memorial. It is now in the custody of the Clerk of the
Senate.
The original Lincoln Birthday Association was incorporated December 24,
1877, \\'ith the following trustees:

P. P. PRATT,
F. L. D.\'-:FORT II,
]. R. BlW\Y:'\ELL,

] . P.

0. P.

Dt:DLEY.

R,L\ISDEI.L,

]. E. FR.\:\'CIS,

\ \'. C. FRAXCIS,
S. C. AD.DIS,
GEORGE l\IE.\CHA~I.
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The first public celebration of Lincoln's birthday took place February 12,
1874, at St. James Hall, Buffalo, and was celebrated each year thereafter during
the life of i\Ir. Francis, which included from 1874 to 1881, inclusive. It was his
pleasure to furnish the halls, the music, both instrumental and vocal (the latter
generally being the Liedertafel Society, or other organizations), all at his own
expense. He persevered in securing the services of orators for addresses, and
also essays and poems written by interested friends, which made these celebrations both enjoyable and instructive. They were free to all who desired to
attend, and a crowded house was always the result. The entertainments
included both afternoon and evening. In addition to this, he issued each year
6o,ooo beautifully-engraved cards, which were presented to each pupil in our
public schools, and sent to Government officials, etc. He also obtained permission to visit the public schools, and arranged with them, through the Superintendent of Education, for appropriate exercises on the 12th of each February.
It has recently been ascertained from the books of Mr. Francis that he expended
820,000 in this work from 1863 to 188r. The following are copies of programmes of the exercises held during the years referred to:

ORD E R OF E XER C ISES AT ST . JAMES H ALL.
THURSDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY

HON. N. K. HALL,

12,

1874.

Presiding.

INSTRUMENTAL :.'IIVSIC,
PRAYER,

A. POPPENBER1,.
Rev. F. FROTHINGHAM.

READING,
Sl~Gl:NG,

A. T. CHESTER, D. D.
INTERNATIONAL

ADDRESS,
SINGING-" Siar Spai{t;lcd Banner,"

Qu ARTETTE.

. J. N. LARNED, ESQ.
INTERNATIONAL QUARTETTE,

READll\G, .

F. F.

Prof. J.

READJ:NG,

FARGO,

ESQ.

\V, BARKER.

SINGI:S:G-" .lfy Country, 'tis of Tl1ee" ( in which the audience are requested to join).
INTERNATIONAL QUARTETTE.

BENEDICTION, .
DOORS OPEN AT 6.45 O'CLOCK.

.

Rev.\\'. V,

EXERCISES AT 7·{5 O'CLOCK.

KELLY.

2i

Sixty-five years ago to-day began one of the tales which history delights to tell. ,\ life dawned
which was to mark an era in the world's progress. Its odgin was obscure and poor. None could
think, the clay it came, that it was to be so great. Its iot was hard. Its growth was !>turdy. In
the strong school of toil it grew in honesty, sobriety, and patience, in independence and modesty,
in kindness and humility. It clung to these. It was reverent and aspiring. Whatever might
happen, it would not be base. Through no selfish ambition, but by suffrage of fellow-men, the
lo,·e and honor of a few of whom it had secured. it was summoned to our country's supreme place.
There it was appointed to stand, the centre and guide of the nation, while the nation's life and the
world"s progress hung on the issue of a terrible connict. How nobly it stood, amid what a rain of
sorrow,-, treacheries, hatreds, labors,- the world's cold eyes fixed upon it and conquered into tender
admiration by its inflexible worthiness! I low grand it showed to be the qualities which make a
true manhood! Their worth is its illuminated lesson. A nation's best possession is its noble
children. They are better than wealth; they are wealth's security. They are better than laws;
against them there is no law rhey are better than constitutions; to keep them in order no constitution is needed. In danger they are its safety. They are law, order, wealth, safety, progress, all
in one. \nd when it dies they are its immortal life, their memory its undying glory.
Of these, surely, is our .\11RAH.n1 I.1:--:coL:-:. '\oble as a boy, noble as a man, he was noble
as head and ruler of the nation-perhaps noblest in the unselfish loyalty to Right, which refused
even to seize the immortal honor of proclaiming Freedom until he clearly saw it to be his duty.
Worthy was he to issue the glorious Proclamation of Emancipation. It was the triumph of his
unselfishness and his humility.
"Oh, Truth ! ob, Freedom ! how are ye still born
In the rude stable, in the manger nursed,
What humble hands unbar those gates of morn
Through which the splendors of the New Day burst

Bt.1t•FA1.o, N. Y., Februar)' u, 187.J,

" With honor, honor, honor to him,
Eternal honor to his name.·•

tlbrabam 'Jlincoln.
1S09.
•\h

IEl!Rt'ARV
I

12.

1874 .

well it is, we ,ay,

For men to weave the laurel, and to crown
Their heroes!

\Yell to lift the marble high,

And bid it tell for ages the great deeds

1

•·

-F. F
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That saved the land•

And, well to hallow days,

And make them rich with blessed memories,
That cluster round each passing hour, and lar
A beautr and a fragrance on the time !
Well, not for him who sleeps his dreamless sleep,
\\'hose white hands lie upon a quiet breast.But for the men who live and work to-day,
For those who march with slow and weary feel,
For those who 'cad the people to the fray
And bid them die for Freedom and for God.
This man, who,e name is on our lips, whose deeds
Are written in our hearts,
What was his nature?

how was he wrought?

\\'as he high or low '

Did honorable wealth watch his young life,

Or was he nurtured in a lowIr way,

And hardened for the contlict from his birth,
And so made ready for his victory'
Short, simple words should tell the simple tale.
A poor white boy within a cabin home,
Held down hr the same curse that held the slave,
A lad athirst for wisdom, yet shut in,

And prc,sed, and hindered by his poverty;
A man with all the roots of greatness hid
By o\'erlying rocks of circumstanc,
What shall call out the hero, and uplift
This man of men to his own peerless height?
The long rears gave their tr,bute
Ar.cl hailed him master.

.1, they passed.

All the kindly grace,

The childlike ways, the homelr honesty,
The ~ender lo\'c, the loy.,::y to truth,
That flow and mingle in the gentlest blood,
\\'ere met together in his blameless life.
His story is not old ; no need to write
A !engthened page to blazon all his fame.
\Yith sturdy growth he threw off every weight,
And sprang. full-armored, to the battle front,
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And led the hosts of Freedom.

.-\nd in his hand

lie bore the banner of our liberty,

,\nd mad<! his blood-dyed folds so glorious,
That, for their beauty, we forgot the han,1
That held it up amid the fiery storm,
Until we saw him dead beside his trust.
.\h, friends, to-day we sit within this place,
.\nd think of home, and country, and fair hopes,
And all the gifts of Freedom that are ours,
Because such men have lived.

Let us be glad

That for a little space their hearts have felt,
Their bands ha\'e wrought for all the brotherhood.
Let us break forth in fitting words of praise,
.\nd sing our songs of triumph, though the flower
Of victory, shining o'er the rescued land,
ls rooted in the martyr's hol)' grave.
-).1.\R\" .\.

lrbc 1Hew Sono.
0 Christmas bells ! 0 birthday bells !
Of one true life your story tells,
\\'hose perfect chords give time and ker,
For every age\ symphony.
Long your sweet chimes have waked the year
\\'ith added strains; we're slow to hear
Unwonted measures; what new rhyme
Breathes deep to lift th~ waves of time?
\\'hen "Peace on earth, good will

10

men,"-

Your first sweet tune,-is chimed again,
Ring peal on peal, a sterner song,
Whose echoes tell of righted wrong.
I.et grateful millions hear the strain,
And shout aloud the glad rt:frain '
Once shackled slaves, now men set free,
Wake this new song of liberty

1

R1ru:Y.
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What soldier, martyr, saint or king,
Made life or death an offering
More worth than he whose birth, to-day,
And deeds, a nation's thanks repay ?
The thrill that pierced the great world's heart,
That stopped its pulses, bade them start
With indignation, vengeance rife
As ebbed the patriot Lincoln's life.
That thrill it "'as that taught the bells
Their grand new song : its burthen tells
High thoughts to man, and questions \\'hen
His deeds shall wake new strains again.
While pants one soul for freedom's life,
While sinks one heart in slavery's strife,
While power, or passion's might, makes right,
Truth's goal is hidden from our sight.
But long as Christmas bells may chime
Will Lincoln's song be rung in time ;
Its brave, true notes, with Christmas cheer,
.\nd "Peace on earth" sing down the year.
-i\[rs.

l\1.\RY

B. SrnU:Y.

ORDER OF EXERC ISES AT L AFAYETTE-STREET CHURCH.
FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY
GROSVENOR lV. HEACOCK, D. D..
;\I US IC-Organ

12,

1875.
/'residing.

Volulllary,

ROBEIU

J.

DENJ ox.

PR.A YER,

Rev. LU'l'I-IER

FLETCHER.

READING OF THE :--tE:\IORIAL,

ISAAC M. SCHERM£RHORX.

SINGl:--IG THE HY:\IN OF PEACE.
ADDRESS,
Sll\(:1:--IG

Re\·.

"Star Spangled Ba11ner.·

1

DA \"ID

R. FRAZER.

i\liss NIKA Bt;RTIS.
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READING THE ESSAY,

Rev. l\l. K. SCllER~IERHORN'.

READI:--:G AND SINGING THE LINCOLN HY:\IN,
READING THE POEi\1 "ABRAHA:'>[ LTNCOL:--:,"

Rev. A. T. CHESTER.
GEO. \\' ADS\\ ORTH,

ESQ.

SJN'GJ"IG-" Let the Dead and Beautiful Rest," .

Sung by the (colored) scholars of Public School No. 9.
READl'.\'G,

Prof.

J. \\'.

BAJ<KER.

SINGING-" Come, Rise with the Lari.•,''
Colored children, instructed by Mrs. Sus..\N C. CLARALUNA.
READING OF THE SONG,

F. F. FARGO, £S<J.

SI'.\'GING-" ,lfy Country 'tis of Thee,"

In which the audience are requested to join.

BENEDICTION',

. Rev.\'. R. HOTCHKISS.

T\\'elve ladies and gentlemen kindly consent to take part in these Ex~rcises.
The fifty citizens (signers), "·ith their families, will enter on Washington Street; holders of
personal cards, east door on Lafayette Street; general entrance, west door, Lafayette Street.

"These are my jewels," said the royal mother, pointing to her noble sons.
nation are its noble sons.

The jewels of any

:\lore precious than all others are these, for they cost most, are the

rarest, and endure the longest.

?-lo labor in mining for gold, searching for diamonds, or diving for

pearls, is so costly in self-sacrifice and toil as is that by which a great man produces himself.

Truly

S11perior men,- men great in intellect, great in character, and
great in deeds,- these are the products of ages; and no nation, even the oldest, the grandest, and
the most heroic-whether it be Greece, Rome, Judea, in ancient times, or France, Germany, England, in 1110dern times - can boast more than one or two of them. But the "one or two" superior

great men are few and far between.

men whom every nation delights to honor, are not only its most costly and rare, but also its most
c11d11rinl( treasures; their names are held in everlasting remembrance; their shining virtues, lofty
attainments, heroic deeds, immortalize their nations; and in return the unceasing praises and lasting
memorials of their nations should be theirs.
" Were a star quenched on high,
For ages would its light,
Still traveling downward from the sky,
Shine on our mortal sight.
" So when a great man dies,
Ages beyond our ken,
The light he leaves b?hind him lies
Upon the paths of men.
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Our American Republic has produced many noble sons, but \VASIIINGT0:-1 and LJXCOLX are
noblest of all; their names will be remembered when all others are forgotten. The Father and
the SaYior, the Author and the Presen·er o[ our National Liberties! Side by side they stand, will
stand, 11111st stand, not only so long as the American Republic continues to exist, but also so long
as the fact of its existence continues to be a record on the pages o[ History. These are our
"jewels!" \Ve should guard them as priceless treasures. and hold them up to the admiration of
the world.
Sixty-six years ago to-day, ABRAHA1I LJ:\'COLX \\'as born. Though no human ear heard it,
yet angels were singing then, as eighteen hundred years before, " Peace on earth, good will to men ;
for unto you is born this day a Savior!" A "Savior" he proved to be; for he delivered his
nation from the hands o[ its enemies, and millions of his fellow-men from their crushing yokes of
bondage. Surely such a Deliverer ought to be hailed as one of God's greatest gifts to men, and
his birthday should be made by the American people a memorial day unto all generations.
AnR.\HAM LINCOLX ! an honest, good, great man- great in heart, great in \\'isdom, and great in
de::eds ! Worthy of admiration, honor and a perpetual memorial is he" Oh he, who
So perfect and so peerless, was created
Of every creature's best."
1<1,4, DRLAWARE ST. 1 BtfTALO,

N. Y.. February

12, 1875.

Hbrabam 1!.incoln.
The old world hath its heroes ; poets tell
In language sweet and eloquent their deeds,
And strong-souled men drink in the golden words
Like wine from some rare vintage, till each heart
Throbs wildly in its thirst for glory.

Yet

Upon the chosen roll of honored names,
\\'hose radiance shines forever thro' the years,
Will his be fair and bright while Time shall last,
Whose memory wakes in every heart to-day
.\ hymn of praise and grntefulness to God.
Ah ! strife i5 banished from our happy land.
A sweet and holy peace has drifted down
On angel wings from heaven.

The daisies bloom

.\bove our honored dead, who sweetly sleep
As brave men do who win their laurels well,

-~I. K. S.

:-t3
That crown a lasting glory.

\"ct we dream

'°' '-" <,ao.61::nt.\ 'neans. ol one wno ·ne,.\ \·ne i'lag
\\'hen storm and tempe~t gathered over all:
Of one who with a firm, unshaken grasp,

Through steady roll of thunder loud and deep,
l leld high the banner with the silver stars,
When all the skies were hidden: and when at len~th
The sun in glory burst the doudy veil.
\\'hen myriad hearls were blessing him where yet
I le stood the victor,- he l:a,·e up his life,
.\ sacrifice for freedom, and for right.
I le sleeps: no more to meet at early morn
The fresh, sweet breeze that fans his natl \'e West
;-.;or feel the weary weiitht of pain and care
Tht hun;:;- above his young ambitious soul
In early life.

The spirit bra\'e and strong

That burst each fetter that wonk! bind him down,
Finds peace and rest. 'Tis only left for us
To hold in fond remembrance his dear name
\\"ho iave his life to guard our sacred llag.
I he dream of what he wns shall bring to life
l'he noblest ~~pirations that may wake
\\'ithin the struggling soul.

,\bovc his gru\·e

The fair, sweet nowers of immortality
Shalt raise their starry he:ub, while gr.ind and strong
The stormy billows east and west shall sing
·1 hrough all the coming time his requiem.
,\nd we, to-day, while pausing to look liack

t.: pon the ytars that threatened to de,troy
Our land: what \\Ords could we esteem too great,
\\'hat song would lie ton sweet, to tell the thoughts
That crow11 the nation's martyr.

Let the

II

Bear on their" in:::s afar the S<>og of peace.
And breathe in every strain the memory
Of him whose name i,, deathless e\'ermore.
Uh, sacred star of liliert) ' still shine
!-erenely !,right above our happy homes;

inds
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Thy light no more is dimmed, but pure and clear
Its radiance.

No more thou'rt but a name

That falls upon the hearts of shackled slaves
In mockery. Through North and South thy beams
In glory fall ; and in the heavenly ray
He calmly rests, while all the nation brings
The heart's best tribute to his shrine to.day.
-MISS ACNES i\L\CNAMAKA.

Song.
Nation of Freedom, a\\'ake ! awake!
And fill the \\'ide world with your song;
That a heart brave and true,
To will and to do,
Was born on this day, you among.
That a heart brave and true, etc.
Nation of Freedom, a"'ake ! awake!
And stir with your song loyal hearts ;
For dear Memory weeps
O'er the one who now sleeps,
And needs the lesson he imparts.
For dear Memory \\'eeps, etc.
A life is not born to indolent ease,
And weeping o'er-much dries the well ;
Up ! labor, and yearn,
From example to learn,
That reward lies in work to excel !
Up! labor, and yearn, etc.
Nation of Freedom, a"'ake ! awake 1
And cheer the poor laborer on ;
For the hero now dead,
For his country "'ho bled,
Through hard labor his eminence won !
For the hero now dead, etc.
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Then cherish bis mem'ry in songs of his worth,
And coupled with "'ASHINGTON'S name,
May LINCOLN'S be borne
On rays of the morn
To the highest pinnacle of Fame !
May LINCOLN'S be borne, etc.
-SARA

E.

PERSCH.

ORDER OF EXERCISES AT ST. JAMES HALL.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 12, 1876.
M. E,if.lIETT TABER,

Presiding-.
ORCHESTRA.

MUSIC,

READING OF THE .MEMORIAL,
SINGING-" Red, W/u'te, and Blue,"
Mr. ARTHUR \VILLIAMS, Miss Susrn

FRANK
SIMONS,

C. MANNING.

Miss HAXNAH ALF.XANDER.

Rev. D.R.

ADDRESS,
i\1USIC,

ORCHESTRA.

RECIT ATION-Jlemorial Poem,

(;Eo. \V. SCRIVEN.

SlNGlNG-"Star Spangled Banner,"

CHORUS.

ADDRESS,
MUSIC,

FRAZER,

E.W.

.

CROSBY.

ORCHESTRA.

DECLAMATION,

EDGAR

SlNGING-"America,"

SATURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY
HON. JAJI ES 0. PUTNA.11,

12,

1876.

/'residing.

MUSIC,
PRAYER,
READING OF THE illEi\lORIAL,
SINGI::-IG-" Sim· Spangled Banner,"

H. LEMAN.
AUDIENCE.

ORCHESTRA.

Rev. FRt:DERICK

FROTHIN(;HAM.

i\fr. ISAAC M. SCHERMERHORN.
L!EDERTAFF.I.

,\DD RESS,

Rt:\'. C!l.-\RI tS \\'OolJ.

\Ir. £. \\'. (ROSH\'.

RE:\I.\RKS.
RL\Dl'.\'C THE l'OE;\I,
Sl'\Gl's(;

\liss C.\1rnrn F.

Tiu: Hymn of l'eace,

Jl' l>IJ.

Bt:Fl•'ALCI LIEDER"! \1'1 I ..

\ll'SIC,

ORLHhSl R.\.

RL\JJI'.'\(; TIIE SOl\C,

;'.Iiss JULIA 1)1 no.

SI '\CI '.\'C-" 1/y Cou11try 'tis of Tit,•,·,"

In which the audience are requested to join.

BE'\EDICTIO,,

. Rei·.\', l{.

tlbrabam 'Jlincoln.
1;,; \ID!Ol<l."I.
HS CARRIE F. JLUII.

Oh! hail with rejoicing and honor the light of that dar
Which bore us a sovereign hero the nation to sway;
A strong, daring soul for our country, to wipe out its stains;
The rights of his people were holy, he sundered their chains.
Through tides of tumultuous discord he held his command,
The throbs of that noble heart beating were felt o'er the Ian,!.
Ile planted his foot on enslavement and ground it to dust,
I le ll'rested the powe,· from oppressors, left fetters to rust:
Through surges of wild opposition he weathered the storm.
.\nd faced with unwavering courage his charge to perform.
"lo chaplet of laurd were needed for crowning his life,
Sublimely at last, as he lived it, he finished the Mrife;
,\ martyr, indeed, for his country, em·th's honors were vain;
•\ crown of the glory immortal his permanent gain.
Though lowly our loftiest homage that name to enshrine,
It e'er in the hearts of his people in splendor shall shine.
The souls of those destitute freedmen in loyalty hold
,\ monument stronger than gr:mite, more precious than gold ;
'Twas reared on a life of endurance, the workman was Love;
The warden to guard and preserve it an angel :i.bove:
The key to this glorious structure that clear cherished name,
Inscribed with the blood of his death-wound, in letters of fame :
,\ nd storms cannot numble this pillar or cause it to rust,
No changes of time can obscure it, or print it with dust ;

1-I0TCHislSS.

:n
The blocks in this column of glory are cut from the heart,
Cemented with grateful affection they never can part.
Thus planted on solid foundation, the strength of the years,
\nd hallowed by rare consecration with agonized tears,
Though lost to the lilc of the listless this cenotaph grand
Still looms in its majesty endless. a work of God's hand.
Unbound from their fetters those freedmen shall strike for a goal;
That pride, which true liberty wakens, ennobles the soul.

His mem'ry a help to advancement, a light to their eyes,
That race to the height of true manhood shall steadily rise;
.\nd each lofty deed or attainment achieved by their hand,
Shall seek for its lirst inspiration that name of command.

Song.
Daughter of Liberty ! queen of the world !
Fairest of all earth's fair nations ! arise '
Let thy bright banners and nags be unfurled,
Send thy glad voice to the uttermost skies '
Yes! let us, Columbia's children, to-night
Praise the name of a hero, "who fought a good fight."
Look back on the years of our terrible war,
Look back on that season of murderous strife.
When the havoc of battle relentlessly tore
A son from his mother, a husband from wife:
Remember how death o'er the land hung a pall.
Then thank God for Lincoln, who ended it all.
\\'e needed a counsellor, ruler, and friend,
A man who, with God's help, could carry us through,
Courageous and wise, who was willing to lend
Himself, heart and soul, to the work he must do.
We wanted a man-aimosl more than a manN"o need was e'er greater since earth first began.
Such was Abraham Lincoln, who laid down his life,
In behalf of our country, faint, bleeding and torn.
Think of him ! and forget all dissensions and strife,
As you swear, one and all, that his name shall be borne

By the trumpets of fame to each yet unborn race,
While \meric , holds on this footstool a place.
Daughters and sons of this beautiful land.
Rejoicing in blessings of freedom and peace,
Remember ther came from his God-guided hand.
,\nd to praise and revere'him ne'er let us cease.
Then lift we our voices with heartiest might,
And shout forth his glory in carols to-night.
-J u11\ 011 ro.

ORDER OF EXERCISES AT S T . J AMES H ALL.
.\\ONDA Y AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 12, 1877.
EDGAR JI. LEJIAN,

Prm ifill.![.

.

L1:--:coLN CHORUS.

RL.\DJ'.\(; OF THE :'>IE:\IORIAL.

\Ir. E . A. FISHER

SOi\(,

"Siar Spangled Hanner,"

SOl\G- "Red, If "/tile, and B/111•,"

\!)DRESS,

Sor.o \XO CHORUS.
;\Ir. \\ II.I IS G. CRFGOR\.

LL'.\TE:\'JIAL l!Yl\l'J.

Ll:-.1COL!\ CHORUS.

llDE,

\Ir. (, W. SCRl\'t:-.

l:\STRl \IENTAL DUETT.

\lessrs. I I UET'll:R \N)l FLEJSCIDl.\:s;;-,:,

RECIT.\TION SO::--G,

\Ir. l\. ROSFXAU.

SI ~<,I ~<~- "Am, n"ca,"

:\UlllENCf..

MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 12, 1877.

HON SJ/ER.I/A,\ S. ROGERS.
l'RAYER,
READ!:\(; OF THE \IE:'.lORI.\L,

,\!>DRESS,
R EADI :\G-" /11 .lle111oni1111,"
SING!'\G-" Columbia,"

Presi,itiir:.
Re\.<;. W. CUl'TER

\Ir. ISAAC :'>I. SCIIER~IERHOR1',
Re,·. I. G. BlllWELL.

\liss DELLE E. K:--:APP.
BUFFALO LIF.DERT.-1.FF:I..

:m
READI:\G-" J,1,1ocalio11,"

:\liss

RE:\IARKS,

;\lARY

:\Ir.

E.

E. \\'.

ERl\'1:,/,

CROSBY.

COR:\'ET SOLO-" J'ankee Doodle," with variations,
:\[aster

SDJOX FLEISCHMANN,

accompanied by his si~ter

BL\:-ICA.

READI;-.;C LETTERS.
Sl '\Cl:\C-" Jly Country, 'tis of Thee.''

. Li EJJERTAFEI..
Rev.\\'. :\I. 1-l!JcHES.

BE:\EDJCTIO:--:,

11n ®emoria m.
!Iush ! Liberty lies crushed to earth, an<l <lying;
Dark broods the shadow o'er our beauteous land,
Night echoes with men's groans. and children crying
Without the soothing of a mother's hand.
On dusky brows, by Southern breezes fanned
The crimson brand of bondage darkly glows;
Written in blood by stern Oppression's hand,
And crushed down into hearts by myriad woes.
,\ million souls in bondage now we see,
A million souls in bondage. without blame.

In bondage ! in this "land of liberty,"
Called "freedom's home," in mockery of shame !
And o'er the land dark, cruel war <lotb brood,
While in her train walk strife, and death, and woe ;
And men forget the nation's brotherhood
As brothers forth to slay their brothers go.
Then o'er war's darksome cloud an<l dreadful din
Our LINCOLN rose supreme above the strife ;
Freedom's pure flame burned bright, his soul within,
And for its sake he rendered up his life.
I le freed the slave; who, here, knows not his fame?
\Vho bath not heard it told in song and story '
Who does not hold in reverence his loved name,
And blend with it our own free nation's glory?

With gTateful hearb remember him this day;
(The glorious day that saw our hero born,
With loyal will our beauteous land to swa),,
And with glad voices welcome in the morn .
•\nd, while we sound his praises to the sky,
\\'ho made our country "freedom's home" indeed,
l:ive grateful thanb unto the Lord on hi!!lt,
\\ ho brave him to u, in our hour or need.
l)i,:rn

1:. Kl-.\l't'.

Bbrnbnm 'llincoln.
I:\\ OC,\T!O:S..

HY \tAH.\

lire~

I·, 1-:R\\ I!\.

break I tho·~ day that ;:-ilds the eastern skr

W ith gladder glory than its very own ;
Break

break' and ,weep the starry curtain by

That round thy rosy sacredness is thrown.
!'art back the clouds that wccathe the \\"inter·, brow,
Break thro' the rift old orient, and begin
To s,, 'le upon a waiting nation now
And let this day's auspicious glory in.
\\"e hail thy coming!

Of the glad i·oung year-

Thine is the first whose ( ause we cdebmte.
\\'ith glad acclaim, with song, and shout, and cheer,
This day of days we do re-dedicate
To :lll the honor, glory, power and pride
That holds a nation in its height sublime,
\\'hen our "good ship," across a crimson tide
Hath risen, rescued, from the wrecks or time
Thine was the hand, 0 Lincoln! thine the heart,
God-~oiven in our nation·, d.1rkes1 day,
To break the £lotter, and to soothe the smart
or those who 'neath the oppressors lashes lay.
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Thine was the hand to lift a lowly race
From degradation, shame and slavery,
To grant it pow'r, position. name and place;
\\ith life's best gift and guerdon, Liberty!
Thine was the hand upheld ou1· stars and stripe,,
That stayed our eagle's broad unwavering wing,
And thine the name whose sacred mention wipe,
Our Country's scroll from every stain and sting.
Rejoice, fond hearts. and grateful incense bear,
l'roclaim his praise afar from sea to sea .
Ring out, wild bells, upon the wintry air .
.\nd roll thy cd1oes down the Century.
\\ ave forth, proud st1·ipes I aga'nst the heavens w:n·e'
Stream out. glad stars I and crown th<! natal day
Of him whose lik alone thy cause could sa,·e,
\\'hose blood could only wash thy wrongs away.
Heroic ~pirit '. heart so brave and true!
Thy land shall laud and mourn her martyred son,
And while our stars burn in their loyal blu~.
Shall Lincoln be our later Washington.

OR D ER OF EXERCISES AT ST. JAMES HALL.
TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY

HO.\'. CHAS. HECJ.:WITH.

12,

1878.

Prcsidi,(!{,

Re,·. G. \\'.

l'RA YER,

so:-;-c "lfym11 of

'll ,\RTETTE.

PeaCI' ...

:\lr. JER011E l'rFRCE.

RE,\DI\G OF THE ?IIE\lORI.\L.

sn:-;-c "Star Sj)al(([led Ba11111·r."
.\Dl>RESS,

<ll .\RTFTTE.
Rev.

\\'01,COT I C.u,1-,.1:-.;s .
QL'ARTETTE.

SO\G -" Columbia,"

:\Ir. E. \\'. C1ws1l\'.

RE.\DJ-;;;.C-"Aj>j)t<1I,"

SO\C-" Red, /V/u'le, and Blut!,"
RE.\Ol'\G OF P()E\l

CUTTER.

"Abraham L1·11co/11,"

Qt: \R II

l TE.

:\liss '\LIR\' ,\. :\lcC\RTHY.

REMARKS,

:\Ir. JAMES F. Gu:cK.

CORNET SOLO- " Yankee Doodle," with variations,
:\laster
(Accompanied by his sister BIAXC A.)

SlMO:-l' FLEISCH~l.\X\.

READING LETTERS,

:\[r. F. \\'. D,\NFORTII,

SlNGING- "America.··

AUDIEXCE.

BENEDICTION.

Rev. \'. R. HOTCHKI~S.

Those holding ;\,!ember's Tickets will be admitted to Lhe Social, after the Exercises.

Bbrabam 'llincoln.
Victory's sunlight has bathed an eager nation,
Freedom's glad notes o'er hills and valleys ring,
\\'hile thro' a land, fresh from a new creation,
Tidings of Richmond's capture, glad hearts sing.
But stay ! ere closes this rejoicing day,
A message sorrow-freighted thrills the wire,
And men's hearts tremble as they pray,
Hea\'en to avert calamity so dire.
0, fair Columbia, why this robe of woe,
Draping o'er shining stars and loyal blue?
Why this drear night, instead of morning's glow,
Why dost thou weep, 0, Goddess fair and true?
And thus she answers:

"From a prairie land,

There came in peril's need a manly form,
Who gave to God and country his right hand,
To shield and save me from a gath'ring storm.
So faithful, whole-souled, earnest, did he prove,
In character and statesmanship so great
And noble, that in bonds of faith and love,
I gave him rank, made him my magistrate.
Then dark o'erhung the storm, and clouds o'ercast,
Which shut the light of Freedom from my sight,
Which gave to Wrong the power, in thunder-blast
To blight my life and wither all my might.

And then the promise giv'n I tested well,
Found sweet relief when my deliver'r came,
My many doubts and fears did he dispel,
Then fadeless laurels gave I to his fame.
But scarce I learned to love my hero-soul,
Scarce I the harvest bountiful did reap,
When fell assassin's hand, in murder foul,
Took Abraham Lincoln's life.

For this I weep."'

Columbia's children gather here to-night,
With words of praise to eulogise his name ;
And may this joyous natal-day, in flight
Of years, swell with loud chorus to his fame,
And while his name is penned on History's leaf,
In letters with a living dazzling glow,
Let us-a nation-honor him as chief,
And from our hearts let grateful tributes flow.
-MARY A. :\lcCARTIIY.

~ppe a I.
We invite the American people, without regard to condition, to unite in rejoicing in a New
:slational Holiday, and recommend rational amusements. You, each and every one, owe a debt to
•Abraham Lincoln; a National Holiday will repay it. \:\'ith you lies the will to pay. Sixty-nine
years ago to-day this patriotic soul came among you ; let a new festival of the nation be born,
whose name may be known as "Consideration Day." The counsel of ages approYes, and in loud·
tones encourages us to rejoice in song and speech, in music and in dance.
The names of Washington and Lincoln will be held in remembrance by the American people,
for ages to come. The Father and the Savior, the Author and the Preserver of our National Liberties; there they stand side by side, and will stand for evermore.
At the close of the Revolutionary war there were doubts in the minds of many emineni. men
both in Europe and America in regard to our future destiny; it troubled Washington himself. But
by good legislation, by the intelligence of our people and through the resources of our country, we
have become one of the greatest nations upon the face of the earth. What would we be to-day if
it were not for Abraham Lincoln? \\'ho can tell what would have been the results of the great
Rebellion, if Lincoln had not taken the helm, and steered the Ship of State safely through the
storm ? The government being one of the people, and the hearts of the people being so estranged
and embittered, with scarcely a shadow of a regular army to sustain him. it was a terrible respon-
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sibility to undertake, endangering the very liberties of a people and the existence of a nation. But
nobly and well did he carry it through.
The sacrifices and patriotic devotion to his country of Abraham Lincoln during those· four
years can never be forgotten by the American people. No other man could have done it; not
many men would have assumed such a charge. But by divine aid, and under his wise supervision.
we succeeded in crushing the greatest rebellion this country in all probability will ever experience.
As soon as this wa~ done, it seemed as if his life's-work was ended and he gave up his life a martyr
to his country, which he must have expected, surrounded as he was with so many bitter enemies.
For this patriotic devotion to his country, and for his great earnestness and assiduity in conducting this government through the great crisis, he received but a small reward. His great and
generous heart thought of nothing but the peril of his country, and he devoted his \·ery life and
soul to the saving of the nation. For his sacrifice and for his great public service the ,\merican
people owe him a debt of gratitude, and let the people of this nation consider and appreciate the
great benefits deri\·ed through the loyalty and courage of Abraham Lincoln.
-1·. \\', I>.

18 7 9 .

:a monument.
All nations ha\·e their heroes; all heroes their monuments.

Greece has its Leonidas, Germany

its Hermann, England its \\'cllington, America its Washington and Lincoln. Start from the shore,
of the mild Pacific and travel westward. Under the burning sun of the dusky Orient; the cold
chill rays of a northern clime; the genial light of sunny skies; monuments of all kinds and
description are scattered. They range from grand, colossal temples to simple columns. But
where are the monuments of our heroes? Alas! it has been said, and truly, too, that republics
are, generally. disregardful of their benefactors, and soon forget them. \Vashington has, at least,
been immortalized by the naming of our national capital: but Lincoln might have been forgotten
had not our generous, patriotic, and grateful fellow-citizen, Mr. Julius E. Francis, plucked, as it
were, the memory of our hero from oblivion to thrust it under the rays of immortality. It was lu
that <reared a monument in honor of the preserver of our national liberties. N'ot a marble structure, but one whose like has ne'er been seen before. It is not grand and colossal, in a worldly
sense, but simple and eloquent. Jt is built with pen and ink, and contains the history of thousands of soldiers and sailors who fought bravely for our Union. In centuries hence, when all the
builders are cold, this monument will be regarded with veneration and love. Antiquarians will
come from far and wide to gaze upon it; for, search the pages of the remotest records, it~ parallel
cannot be found.
A few words of description:

The corner-stone was laid at the Hoston Jubilee, June 17th July

4,)

4. 1872; the first signer being\\'. Nichols, :\I. D., 2d :\lass. Within six weeks a thousand names
were added. It required five years of untiring zeal and labor for completion; John Franklin,
Engineer "Powhattan," being the last signer. The monument is a large plain volume. A preface
points out the time spent in collecting the autographs. One page contains a fine ink sketch representing the emblems of our country. Seated before this volume, and turning leaf after leaf, we
gaze upon a history written by ten thousand different hands. The writing in itself furnishes material for hours of pleasant study. The tine penman, the coarse laborer, the impetuous businessman. But the headings of the columns opposite the names attract our attention now-" \\' hen
Enlisted." In imagination we sec gray-haired men grasping the steel, to conquer or die; fathers
clasping their darlings to their breasts; youths receiving a mother's blessing. Again - "Rank."
Private, major, captain. colonel, general, each with his share of responsibility, and all united in one
great cause. The names of Grant, Sheridan, Sherman, and other brave generals greet us. Upon
their shoulders rested the future of a nation. To them we looked for encouragement during- the
bloody tumult the deadly struggle. Theirs was the leading of armies: the losing or gaining of
the day. I !ere the battles in which the signers were engaged - some one, ten, Gettysburg, fin:,
Bull Run, Fredericksburg- indeed, any amount of important and interesting historical matter
may be gathered from these pages. But. behold the faintly-scribbled name, as if the left hand
trembled to perform the duties of the right; the dash and cross - may not the sight haYe failed?
How little, and yet how full of meaning. Yes, how full of meaning are these pages. They whisper of sorrows, hardships, sufferings, and struggles; of longings, hopes, exulting joys, and l'ictories.
O. Lincoln! is not this monument far nobler, purer, holier than marble structures" \\'here can we
find its equal? Think of the hours, days, and years spent in labor and fortitude to o,·ercome all
disappointments and obstacles thrust in the way of one building such a monument. \nd when
bowing onr heads to-night, to beg for blessing upon our nation, let us not forget llim in our prayer
who reared this monument to Abraham Lincoln.
B,n.,Lo, :-,; Y

JUI IAN\ \\'. ])OPP.

Bbr abam 'JLin coln .
Birth, life, or death, it matters not,
Ocean or river-bound the spot, .
From lap of ease or woodman's cot,

If a soul arise, in destined plan,
With manhood's will to lead some van
Inscribed, "Humanity to man.·•
\Vherc thousand rivulets combined
A mighty river, on whose tide
Refugees from oppression hied.
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Seventy years this day a child was born
On La Belle River. In youth's bright morn
The vine-clad cliff his home adorned.
His brawny arms cleft th' trees away
,vhere nations in one family
Could break the chain of tyranny.
Repeated wrong and outrage echoing,
Heart to heart expansive forces bring No Grecian forum could so clarion ring.
While peace and plenty crowned each }:ear,
What filled the patriot's heart with fear?
'Twas jealousy's triumphal car!
List, oh time I A nation of one blood
Di\'ided by a line of latitude !
Shall fallen man disturb this brotherhood?
Proclamation to all was given " Stay not while union is riven ;
Slack not until the foe be drh·en ! "
Loud rings the praise of pure devotion " A glorious union from lake to ocean ! "
Seal in heav'n a ransomed nation.
Athwart the blood-stained lands that mourn
"Amnesty•· echoes from heaven's dome ;
Our country now is Liberty's home.
Could aught but demon forge the dart
Assassins aimed at patriot heart,
While forgiveness emblazoned a nation·s chart?
God forgive the exultant breath
That would not stay the shaft of death,
Though earth of a great soul bereft.
Tears and blood of ages past,
In Justice's scale with freedom cast,
Redeemed her.

i\Iay she ever last !

-c.
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ORDER OF EXERCISES AT ST. JAMES HALL ,
FEBRUARY 12, 188o.
Doors open et 7, Exer<.."ise~ ttt K

o'clock.

HON. JAMES M. SMITH,
r.

Presiding.

PRAYER, .
READTNG ME:V10RIAL,

CUTTER.

Mr. JOHN \VtLLOUGHBY.

3. SINGING- " H,;z, Columbia,"

STANDARD QUARTETTE.

4. READING POEM,

Miss JEANNIE D.

5. SINGING-Is/ and 2d verses 1\"11/ional Anthem,
6.

W.

Re\·. GEO.

STANDARD QUARTETTE.

i\lr.

ADDRESS,

7. SING! NG-Jrl anrl 4th v,·rses NalioJta/ Anthem,
8. READ! NG-" Peace Jubilas,"

READING LETTERS,

11.

SINGING-" Star Spangled Ba1111cr,"

1~.

SINGING- " .Jfy Country, 'tis of Thee,"
i\lr.

CHARLES

B.

NATHANIEi,

S. ROSENAU.

STANDARD QUARTETTE.

l\1.r. C. \Y.

CROSBY,

Jr.

STANDARD QUARTETTE.
STANDARD QUARTETTE AND AUDIENCE.

SDION Fr.EISCH~IANN,

Musical Conductor.

Bbrabam 'lLincoln.
Who is he sleeping in the West,
\\'hose mem'y, like an honored guest,
From things accustomed turns
A busy nation's thoughts away,
To bless his name, on this his natal day?
What was he? Ask of the oppressed,
Go seek the bravest and the best,
And hear them say:

\\'HEELER.

STANDARD QU.\RTETTE.

9. SINGl'.'-/G-5th, 6th and 7//1 v,·rses National All/Item,
10.

SCOTT.

"By right

Divine of a great soul he traced
'Mong earth's revered names an honored place."

18
II is life was patient, bold and strong,
llr:we to ,·ndure and conquer wrong.
To war with Error', host,
Unmoved against Oppression's might,
11 c was a \'iclor in a glorious tight.
Our "3,ior anu our 1iope was he
Who quelled the angry, troubled sea
0( pa,,ion un ·ontrolled,
\\'hen fierce l>isscn,ion 's cruel hand
Spread de.1th and desolation o'er the land.
lie piloted great Freedom's bark
l'hro' storm of bloml and treason dark ;
,\nd when our ship of state
II e an~hored safe from foe and strife,
llis work was done; he yielded up his life
This hero, then, we lo,·e to prahe,
II is deeds the theme of future lays
\\'ill be. .\1111 ages hence
,\ ~rat('ful people will his stOI') tell,
.\nd guard the nation that he !01·ed so well.
JFA,,11- I) S<OTI.

)J:'cncc 3nbile cs.
The dash of arms had ceased. the deadly struggle fnr the prcsen·ation of the l
the soldiers had returned to their homes, and peace and indu~try once more reigned throug o t
land. The g-reat masters of music in an Eastern city had prepared a buildm~ capable of ac om
elating from sixty to seYenty thousand persons, and here they proposed to gather the music-I
people of sister cities, far and near, for a grand jubilee. From the shores of the stormy Allan
the calm coasts of the Pacific, from Florida's balmy dime to the green slopes of the Old Dom n
city ,·illage and hamlet sent their representatives to swell this n,~t pa an of peace. The pre
uons ,, h1ch were made were extremely elaborate. :--:ear the building was a battery ol ten
which were to he operated by electridt r, while the bells in the churches nnd publt, buildings
to be set 111 motion in a similar manner. i\Othing- was om1Lted which could add LO the effect
decoration~ of the bmldin~ were exceedingly heamiful. Each scat was numbered

takes. ancl efficient ushers conducted spectators to their places as if by magic.
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be noise made by this moving mass of people exceeded the roar of 1\iagara's cataract; but an
t hush fell upon the vast assembly as the great organ sounded its diapason, and every ear was

in eager attention to catch the faintest and sweetest sounds as well as those more powerful.
hundred firemen in white caps and red shirts now filed in, and their approach was greeted

demonstrations of joy by the audience. Each man bore upon his shoulder a bright hammer.
n reaching his appointPd place an anvil equally lustrous stood before him. \Vhen all was
the orchestra struck up the prelude, and at the proper time the chorus took up its part. The
anvils, the big drum. the great organ, the thou;;and instruments and the ten thousand
all joined together to produce a grand and thrilling result.
Such masterly performances as thest: were not without their effect upon the audience. Thouof handkerchiefs waved in the air, and thousands of l'Oices cried: "Bravo!" "Bravo!" .\II
cares and troubles were forgotten, and each yielded himself up to the joy of the moment.
of relief at escaping from the perplexities and trials of daily life stole into each breast, and
Thoughts which, if awakened at all in the busy
of life had been instantly stifled, now held undisputed sway, and the starting tear-drop spoke
eloquently of the power of music than did the most ,•ociferous applause.

When national hymns were rendered, the audience was invited to join, and it can be truly said
'forty thousand, yea, fifty thousand voices, united in the grand anthems which swelled heal'enrday forenoon was del'oted to the children, and the sight presented within the hall was

a beautiful one. Sixteen thousand bright and happy faces were grouped in the chorus
and sixteen thousand sweet voices rose exultantly upon the air in praise of our fair land of

:Amid acclamations from the people, and praises from critics all over tht: land, the National
Jubilee was brought to a close, and strangers returned to their distant homes feeling well
for any privations they might have undergone in order to be present.
1872 preparations were made for a \Vorld's Peace Jubilee, and the best instrumental and
talent of Europe came to assist. The arrangements were on a much larger and grander scale
jubilee of '69, and the Bostonians neglected nothing- which could in any way add to the

effect. The galleries accommodated twenty thousand singers. and a large and enthusiastic
from day to day assembled in the extensive building.
is to be hoped that on the 12th day of February, 1880, the children of our public schools may
ure imitate these grand Jubilees. May they unite their sweet voices in happ~• song and
praise. May nationalities, denominations and creeds be forgotten, and may all, both old and
endeavor to make tht: 12th of February a day which shall long be remembered and cher118 one of the bright spots in a world which to so many is clouded with sorrow and disapt.
--1 I>,\ I. \'oA K.
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O RDER OF EX E RC I SES.
FEBRUARY

12,

1881.

r.

RE.\J)JNC OF THE ;\1Ei\lORIAL, FOR l'\"-TlllRD CO:'\CRESS.

2.

Sl'IGI'-:C -" Hail Columbia.''

3. SI X(aNG Isl and 2d verses Natio11al Ant/1,·111.
.j..

READIKG TIIE l'OE~l-" Abraham Lincoln."

5.

Sl1\GINC-3d and 4th verses National Anthem.

6.

READIXG OF ESSAY-" Our Country's Defenders."

7.

SINGING-5th, 6th and 7t/1 verses National Anthem.

8.

READIN(;-Q/ Poems and Essays of former years.

9. SINGl'-:G "Star Spangled Banner."
10.

READING SELECTED CO::\IPOSITlONS.

r 1.

SI:\GIXG-" My Country, 'tis

12.

PRESE:\TIXG THE ~1Ei\lORIALS OF 1881.

of

Thee."

Bbrabam 'JLincoln.
Far in the beauteous\\'est,
Where roll the prairies in grandeur,
Calm as the face of a river,
Where sunbeams lovingly quiver,
Sleeps in the quiet of dreamless rest,
Lincoln, our hero, forever.
When first the mountains were reared,
,\nd the lowlands stretched in their beauty,
Came the angel of God,
To plant in the western sod,
Seed of Freedom - by tyrants feared,
Doom of Slavery's rod.
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Forth from the seed he came,
Ripened in Destiny's sunshine,
Fruit of the distant ages,
Ideal of poets and sages,
And on as he moved was writ his fame
In History's brightest pages.
Breaker of chains was he,
From the limbs of a race down trodden,
Strong in his faith to save,
In spirit unflinching and brave,
II is title to honor, all time shall be
The broken bonds of the sla,·e.
Earnest and hopeful and true.
He saw through the mists of the future,
Calmly adjusted the strife,
\\'hen traitor rebellion was rife,
And led the nation in honor anew,
Through the portals of death unto life.
And when his great task was done,
And the light of our morning was breaking,
Treason with murderous hand,
Al ruthless fury's command,
Struck with foul blow our chosen one,
The savior of the land.
Softly we bore him home,
\\'ith the mantle of Martyrdom o'er him,
Calmly he rests there now,
1n the shade of the laurel bough,

An<l the love of a nation forms a dome,
To cover his patient brow.
Long heard shall be his renown,
As the ceaseless voice of the ocean ;
With solemn, majestic chime,
'Twill sweep through the shades of time,
And the future bowing, shall grant him the crown
Of tlestiny sublime.

ROWL.\l'Il

ll.

}.I.\IIAN\'.

.i-2

©ur <tountqfs IDcfcnbers.
There was quiet m·er all the land,

the ominous portcntious calm that precedes the storm_

One sharp report breaks the lethargic stillness, and the horror-strickl'n cry bursts from a myriad
throats, "Sumter has been fired upon!" llut though tired upon. all was not lo,-;t while men with
the cool courage of Anderson, the enthusiasm of Ellsworth, and the hardihood of \\'ilson remainrcl.
There was no trcmblin~. no indecision among the united people; with one accord men pled~ccl
their li,·es for the nation's honor.
foremost among the sister States who promptly came to the front, stands Xew- \'ork, and many
of her bravest regiments came from our own Queen City. Clf the earliest to respond was tht· 21st,
whose valor was well proved in the cver-memorabl<• battle:; of South :\Iountain, Antietam. and
Gettysburg.
With !lying l'Olors next came the gallant 49th, supporting Jfancoc-k, toiling in the Chickahmniny
campaign, arri\-ing at Cettrburg after the terrible se,·en days' march, and fightin~ under Sheridan
in the Shenandoah.
Xcxt ad\'anced the 100th through smoke .,nd .· to Richmond, and to Se,·cn Pin<'5, making
the most brilliant charg-c of the \Var under the eye of (;rant himself. and among thost· 1\'ho witnessl·d
the dying struggles of the Confederacy.
The bra\'e Germans of \\'iedrich's Batter>" then thundered along, eng-ilg"ing in battle m Cross
Keys, under Fremont. at !lull Run, Chancellors\'ille. and at all the great battles of the \\'ar.
The 116th was brilliantly ::;uccessful in its lir:-.t battle, in the Shenandoah Valley, at Cedar Creek
under the fiery Sheridan.
Both Eaton's and \\.heeler's Batteries did good and faithful ser\'kc to the end of the War.
The 155th scr\'ed with the Army of the Potomac.:. and the 187th worked nobly in the defense
The Ellsworth Regiment of Fire Zoua\'Cs went do\l'n with their young leader whose untimely
ckath, and the Sll'ift retribution of his al'enger, roused to a white heat the patriotic indignation of
the country.
The rnlored regiment of the 5-1-th Massachusetts, 11nder the noble Shaw, showed their metal and
determination.
Regiment after regiment poured forth from .\1a.~sachusetts, and the Eastern States, from Ohio,
and ~[ichig-an, with the 11ardy hunters of the \Vestern frontier.
On the sea our supremacy was maintained by Farragut on the tlag-ship "lfariford," and
bv \\'orden on the" ,ito11ilor."
'\ot without terrible sacrifice did these brave men keep their pledged faith to the Union.
The 3d :\lichigan at Fair Oaks receil'ed its" baptism of fire," while attacking the enemy. and
again at Cold Harbor with the Ohio and Xew-\"ork regiments. The loss of life and the sufferings
of the wounded were greater than words can con\'ey.
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At \'icksburg, Fredericksburg, and Sa\·age Station, the blood of the loyal cried out for \·engeance
on the heads of those who caused such bitter woe and anguish.
At last the sublime romance, and the terrible reality of war ended, when under the old appletree the rebel commander. Lee, acknowledged the defeat of the Southern armies. and surrendered
to Grant.
And now looking back upon what they did for us, it is not right that they who suffert'd so
much that we might enjoy the blessings and the privileges of liberty, should be forgotten. or their
memory lightly regarded.
\\'ith reverence, with loving admiration, with just pride, we look upon and honor them, the
Defenders of our Country.
EMMA S. E. SAT.ES.

In his last will, Mr. Francis bequeathed to the trustees of the Lincoln
Birthday Association his valuable collection, and also a fund, which included all
of his estate, excepting the bequests to relatives; and it is desired by many of
his friends that eventually the fund will be used for the erection of a handsome
monument to Lincoln, upon some of our beautiful squares.
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The following i~ a copy of the original :\Icmorial to the Forty-third Congress, also a list of the signatures to the Alternate :\lcmorial:

Memorial.
SE:-rA n: AND ll<>USE CH' 'l'HE Ur-;ITED Sl'.\TES OF A~IEIUt:A:

For ages it has been the custom of people and nations to hold in dear remembrance the name
of Him whose life was de,·oted to Ilis kind nncl His country.
To him who proclaimed the Declaration or Independence a li\'ing reality, eternal "remembrance."
On the Twelfth Day of 1-'ebruary, 180<J. the soul of ABR.\H \.\t LtNt:or,N was launched into time.
\\'e, the undersigned. do petition your honorable ,\ssembly. the Senate and House of Repre,,entatives, that you do nominate and appoint the Tw,ifth I>.,y of February a·• Legal Holiday,"
that a universal people may rejoit-e together in this g-rcat gift of God to man.
Alabama,

A r/.:a11s,1s,

JOSEl'II WARRfX.

Jom,

S. .\"on;,.

C.t1!tfomi11,

• l'1n1:R P,\l I.

Comu&licul,

JOSll'II DARf.

Ddaw11re,
Flurida,

Cem-g,a,

,\. AI.T\IAN,

. ltlltA~I BARTOX,
Lt.\11S

Illinois,
/11diani1,
ltrd.!a,

Kans,u,

jAnlU BEHR,

Tm.o.

JflSEl'II

Kmtuclly,
/,ouisia11t1,

~1fai,u,

,llllr)'laml,
Alassac/111 •dl.t,

,llirhi_,:,111, .
,.Jfi111ur,,1,1,

,1/ississipti,
Aiissouri,

,Vew l/<1111j>shir,·,
,Vnu Jersey,
,Vew }'or/.:,

HUTU R.

(', B.\RNl·.S.

::,,. K

IIAII..

:II. KKNT.
\\'~1. II. (;1(1,:i,;-.:~.

IIE'iRY

h 1.v• ;\I. S<'IIHR~H RIIOR!I;,

L. (l,\?-;FORTII,

fl;ltl.

WAt.'lJo:R CARY.

j. :II.

IIUMPIIRKY,

Gt.o. \IJ,ACIIA\I,
ORI ,INl>O .\LI.I-'!',,

. F, S.

•Vel>r,1ska,
"'\"'erada, .

I.. lfOllGl~.
. I'. E~1s1.11 ..

I..
i,;.

l't:Ast..

J. Fu:rcmR.
c;. S1•.-\u1.111,,;.

01 I\ 1-:R 1;.

Sn;Rl.t'.

Ln1As K. H 1ss.

0. I'. RA\l~l>U.L.
ll1-:,1tY \\'. Bu,n.

North Caroli11a,
Ohio, .
Orrr:on, .

II. LTLK\'.

:II. I'. Uus11.

l'e1111s;'h·,111in.

Alaska, ,
/),1/.:0(<1,

01\'Ji COUN'f'R
Indian 'J~·,.,-itary,

0. II. MAHSIIAI.I.,

r

w.

C.

Juuus E

l·1ti\:SCIS,

FRA,c1s.

El IJAJI !I.\Ul.lc\'.

A'hode lsl,md, .

B. C.

South Carq/111,.,

FRI

RUMSEY.

1.-,.

1!1:1.0.

lh:s-ro,.

'/'tmzeuee,
Texas.

\\'. H. I'! \BODY.

1rem1011I,

I' \St.AL I'. l'RA1 T.

l'i1;,:i11ia,

ROBERT

('IIARI.RS

/Vest Virr1111<1,
IVi'stonsm, .

w.

l·:v.,r--s.

,·. R. Ho1c111w».

J

RH.I I I ~STAHL.

.Ari$"1ta . .

\Vu so:-. S. 1!1ssu.1

Ct1/omdu,

,\i RX\NIH,R llltl SIi,

Disln,t of C~•/11111/,w,

ldah,,

Jou:-; \V1u:F.so:-..

J/011l,11u1,

1\'ew Aletin,.
tr1,,h,
ll'11slti11~ t,•11,

ll'J'0111i11

1;1,.0, R. IIAH<'OCK,

1

J. I'. DUPI.EY•
. S. F. )I IXER,
C. R. \V i l.SON.
• C. 1;. FI.1:ST.

. ,\. T.

Cm:sn:R,

,\LTER:--: \TES.
.. I /t1/,11m,1,

Arizcma,
.. lrli,•ansa.,.

1"KASK C. ;\lA:'\NISG,

ll/011!111111,

11.

,\'t:bmsl:a.

l'AUI

Gvo. Rf IMA1'N

((,/,,,-ad,,,

C!l.\l{l.hS

C,111111"rllt11!,

I• Rf.II,

Dd11wan,
Dutrid of Co/11111!,in, •

Flvrid<1,
Grorg1n,

Idaho,
l/1111 is,

'.\"oKTOS,

\\'. )) \SFOl<Tll

E. II

< ,llllllR I

"'"· E . 1,,,11:.
\\"11 I IS G . ( ,Rt'GORY

\\',1. R.

J \Mt:S

ARI.\.

,\, l!i;.sR\

\\'JI.I,

S, ,\LI I•:'\

SI.W,\RU ,\. SIMOSS.

Jons FF.Ro.

l11dia11n,
l1>1ca,

. Ju11s

A"'n11sas,

l't:RR\'

Kmt11rk1·,

r.

c:.

l'ARSllSS

C. ll"\ Bl R"I,

J1:Ro,11, rumn..

,\',r, l/a111psl1irt:,

""""' jersry, .
1Ve,, Alt 1 ico,
1

,Vt:w J'ork.
s\ ·orlh C'aro/iun,

Ohio,

O.VH COU,\'TR Y,
Ort,51111, .

Sruth Ctm,lma,

'l~·nne.r.ue,
l'rxas,

Utah,

,llississipp,,
.lfissoun, .

( IIA RU.S BULi..

1'1·:Rc\'

E.HO:S

\\"M. F. STRAS\IKR.

.\IRTCAl,l'I'

E.

STORl'K.

D. K

\RR

C. Gll.lll'RT.
HARR\' L. DAW.

. FR,\l\K

C. H. h1 nin:nm:.

J,"ms

P. KO!Nll.

• ,YAl.Tt:R

CARY, j R.

LOUIS A. BUI.I,.

Vt:r111011t,

.II1111usaln, .

s.

E1;1;KNK

WM. I .. ;\IARl'\',

Virginla

llfichig,m,

• C:EO, I\, \\'EJISTl•.R.

JAm.s

SrnoN F1.1(1sc11MA:-<.

1

II t NR \' SC II\\ ARTZ.
J<>SHH C. DoDGt.

ll1u;1-.s.
E. Pll· R( t:.

SA)IUH.
CIIARl.ES

Rhodt: lskmd,

,\1.JH.RT \\". SHAW.

E111;,\R II. CIIAPJ:-i.
. W,1. L.\S<,.

WARN! R.

l'tt111s; lva11ia,

/.c,,illz°Sia11,:,

!,JarJ•ln11d,

A. L.

CIIARU:S

.ll11i111·,
.llnuachuutts,

I >Asn:1. I >1-;smc,;1:K
B,:s. C. RAJ.I'll.

A. T. K l·,TC!IA,1 •

California

J>,,k~t,1,

DE:'\J'OS

,\I, EM,ttTT

IVaslti11gt~11,

'.\10SFS SIIIRK.

Lons K1s11 •

H'est Virg111ia,
/Visctmsi11,
1Vyomm~,
Alaska,
/11.fia11 1 err,tory•,

T Alil>R.

II. Sm\\'AY,

1

ROIIF.RT

N. Lom11s.

FRANK DASFOR 111.
CIIARI.F.S D. SAl\llOR:s;.

LKOS BROCK.

With this collection is a marble bust and oil portrait of :\Tr. Francis.
The room in which the Francis Colh.:ction is plan:cl is open to the public.

J

